Announcing for providing an ideal human blood cell, Mylc, for coronavirus
COVID-19 research
October 9, 2020
MiCAN Technologies, Inc. Mylc (Myeloid lineage cell), which is a virus
research cell generated from iPS cells, was modified for use in the study of the new
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), and "cMylc (coronavirus optimized Myeloid linaege cell)
have been generated. Today, the cells were first provided to universities in the Kansai
area Japan, and then to researchers around the world who are working hard to
promote the development of new drugs and vaccines. MiCAN has been conducting
research on the new coronaviruses using Mylc cells collaborating with the Research
Institute for Microbial Diseases at Osaka University under the auspices of the Kyoto
Prefecture's "Project to Combine Technology for Against COVID-19".
As a result, we succeeded in developing human myeloid cells (cMylc)
specialized for COVID-19 research by introducing genes important for research on
new coronaviruses into Mylc cells and other improvements. We also created a kit for
researchers of infectious diseases to use these cells for research on new coronavirus
infections without the need for cumbersome culturing procedures. We are offering
this kit free of charge until December 2020 to researchers in academia, including
universities, who are engaged in research on novel coronavirus infections around
the world (however, this offer is subject to change depending on the number of
requests).
The cMylc cells are the host cells of the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2),
which have been shown for the first time to infect and propagate the novel
coronavirus in human blood cells (especially monocytes and dendritic cells). As a
result, this cell product kit can be used to evaluate how immune cells are affected by
infection with the new coronavirus and to accelerate research on new drugs and
vaccines.
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An example of infection and proliferation of the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) using
the cMylc cells provided in this study is shown in the figure above. The horizontal axis
shows the amount of the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) added to the cells and the
vertical axis shows the amount of the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) in the cell
culture medium after 3 days. Thus, the viral infection and proliferation effects are
comparable to those of monkey-derived VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cells. We believe that by
incorporating the test drug into such a study, we can evaluate its effect on human
blood cells. As a result, we would like to contribute to supporting the development of
new drugs and vaccines.
MiCAN’s proprietary regenerative medicine technology enables large scale, stable,
and continuous supply of Mylc, which are human iPSC (induced pluripotent stem
cells) derived myeloid cells. Our Mylc product have been used to study infectious
diseases such as dengue fever and influenza since its launch in December 2019.
In addition to Mylc, we will continue to develop cells that can be used by researchers
to address social issues on a global scale. We will accelerate our research and
development. By providing novel cells to researchers, we will strive to realize our
mandate which is to contribute to the health of mankind by providing blood cells
through regenerative medicine technology.

Features of the Mylc product, a cell for virus research Rare immature myeloid cells

In addition to iPS cells, we also provide cells derived from human peripheral blood
(PMBC).
High uniformity and stable supply
The use of iPS cells provides a stable and abundant supply of cells with the same
genetic background and uniform stage of differentiation. As a result, high
reproducibility, which is important for drug discovery and vaccine research and
development, can be ensured. (The red frame in the figure below is a Mylc cell.)

Available to virus researchers at universities and research institutions
We have been supplying Mylc cells mainly to virus researchers since the launch of Mylc
in December 2019. The cells have helping researchers understand various viruses and
the diseases they cause, such as dengue and influenza.
Other cell lines are also available
In addition to Mylc cells, we offer a variety of special blood cell products such as;
Mpv: Reticulocyte-like cells made by regenerative medicine technologies Other
special blood cells are available for research purposes
Conditions for free cell provision
l Non clinical research to understand the mechanism, the cure, vaccination of COVID-19
l Research done in academic institutions
l To have plans to publish the results in the form of papers or other form of publication
l To agree to the terms of use of MiCAN’s cell products
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